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START

A PART from being Kim 
Kardashian’s half-sister 
and INSANELY FAMOUS, 
we don’t really know 

EXACTLY what Kylie Jenner does. 
But we’re not alone – Kylie 

Jenner probably doesn’t know 
what Kylie Jenner does, either. 

All we can tell you is what the 
20-year-old reality TV star has:
�97 million Instagram fans
�$51 million in earnings from 
last year
�Two mums
�Her own teevee show
�A $15m mansion, AND
�TWO PERFECT 
PLUMPERS appearing in 
the latest V Magazine.

“That was actually my 
first super-nude shoot,” 
Kylie told the fashion 
rag. “I always post sexy 
pictures, but I’ve never 
really gone nude.”

Until now! And we’ll be forever 
grateful.

LIFE OF 
KYLIE
Half-sister gives 

Kim Kardashian

a super-nude run 

for her money!
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F WE were writing
a feature about

e layered sheet
mineral known as
mica, then we could

ll you loads o
things about i

nks, Year 12 Geology).
nd if we were talking about

singer Mica Paris, we’d
W you with a ton of facts
stolen from Wikipedia

we must be honest).
t we’re not. Instead

’re discussing newbie
aked pin- Mica an
ankly, we know sweet FA
out the stunna. Here
at we DO know. She
Hails from England
Has an array of ver
resting tattoos
Possesses an arse and

G BOOBS to die for, AND
Is making her BARE-

SED DEBUT in Australian
p-shelf magazines!
And here’s what we DON  

about Mica:
ERYTHING ELSE.
We have to confess the
h, readers: we could t

ack down the fresh-faced
unette for an interview
fore we went to press.

we were unable to fin
t Mica’s preferred tippl
the bar (and best

over cure), what she
ooks for in men (hopefully,
t middle-aged Aussie

ournalists) and her fave
ysical feature (we assume
her TITS, but we could

ong. Maybe it’s her EYES).
Anyway, we’ve run out of
ings to write, so we’ll shut
and let you stare at Mica’s
azing bits. We’ll be doi  

e same thing.
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FULL FRONTAL The latest in nudity from around the globe!

ANIMAL and BOOB LOVERS will be touched to see the former Miss
Great Britain and ex-Page 3 darling Leilani Dowding NIPPING OUT
to take some doggies for a walk. After copping a FLASH of the
37-year-old’s beaut areola, we’re guessing the cone around Fido’s
head is to stop him from licking his balls off!

DOGGY STYLE

PUPPY LOVE

CAN WE SEE 
HER BOX?
UNTIL we saw her holding the cards in between 
rounds at the Mayweather/McGregor boxing match, 
we hadn’t heard of Tawny Jordan, either. We’re 
stoked we saw her, though, ’cos it turns out she 
NUDED UP for Supermodel Magazine. Reckon you’d 
be up for a few rounds with her?

ON THE CARDS
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HOLLYWOOD ledge Dwayne “The Rock”
Johnson’s telly show Ballers follows the
behind-the-scenes adventures of Seppo
football players. Which is exactly what 

you’d think: heaps of STRIP CLUBS and
PROSSIES, like in these PART-WARMING
grabs of Cody Renee Cameron (right) 
and Phoenix Skye Fechter.

HAVING A BALL

SHARING
THE LOVE
The freshest flesh on

celebrity social media

WHEN she’s not giggling like a stoned chipmunk
at dumb people braining themselves on MTV’s
Ridiculousness, Chanel West Coast, 29,
attempts to be a rapper. We’d be rapt if she 
just stayed naked.

IT’S easy to see why Instagram superstar and
model Sierra Skye, 22, is so popular. We’d swim
naked through a sea of glass and dirty needles 
just to sniff her bra strap!

TEAM SPIRIT
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FULL FRONTAL

THEY may have only won a BRONZE medal at the Thailand Beach
Volleyball Open, but Russki beach volleyballers Evgenia Ukolova
(left) and Maria Bratkova have won our HEARTS for their beaut
CAMEL TOES. Spasibo!

TOE TO TOE

VOLLEY DOLLIES

 

BLUE MONDAY
KNOWN for her roles in The Girl With The Dragon
Tattoo and Prometheus, 37-year-old Noomi
Rapace has a new film out. The Swedish glamma
plays SEVEN IDENTICAL SISTERS in the sci-fi thriller
What Happened To Monday?. We’re not quite sure 
which sister gets nude, but. 

SISTER ACT
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A PROUD member of the ITTY-BITTY TITTY COMMITTEE, Aria
Alexander is a 22-year-old XXX veteran from Texas. What turns her
on may surprise you: “I really like getting my hair touched. I don’t
know why but there’s something about a woman who has her
delicate hands touching your hair and massaging your head.”

ARIA ALEXANDER

BORN in Windlesham, Surrey, Emily Agnes
is a 25-year-old stunna revealing her
TRIFFIC TATAS in the latest online issue
of Arsenic. The Pomgolian model claims
she was FLAT-CHESTED until the age of 18.
Clearly, a lot has changed in the past seven 
years, readers.

PRETTY POISON

POM POMS
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AFTER a terrifying KIDNAPP
ordeal, we’re thrilled to
inform youse that Pommy
pin-up model Chloe Aylin

has bounced back by showing the
world her BOUNCIES on social me

The 20-year-old recently posted
a BOOBALICIOUS BIKINI PIC on
Instagram, thanking her fans for th
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support, and stating she’d continu
her glamma modelling career.

This followed an incident in Jul
when Chloe was lured to Milan, Ita

r a phony photo shoot. Instead sh
was kidnapped by a gang known as
“Black Death” and held hostage f
several days.

The gang planned to sell her as
a sex slave, but changed their min

d let her go after learning she
a single mum. Several “Black Dea h
members were arrested soon

terwards by Italian police.
“I’ve decided to keep on doing w

I love and not give up because o
some evil people in the world,” Chlo

ld Instagram followers. “Never t
life for granted and be safe – the m
terrible thing can happen when y
least expect it

The PLUCKY BLONDE has sinc
sacked her agent, blaming hi

r not checking more thoroughly
before setting up the modelling

signment.
We don’t blame Chloe o
bit – sending one of your

models overseas to
a group who call
themselves “Black
Death: Professional
Kidnappers & Sex Sla e

ng” seems highly 
irresponsible.
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NEWS TO US Our fuckwit Bogdan presents another dose of weirdness

DOUGH! 
FATTIES around the USA 
were sent into a state 
of SHOCK after an 
18-WHEELER carrying 
THOUSANDS of frozen 
PIZZAS scraped an 
overpass and RIPPED open 
its trailer, SPILLING the 
glorious FOOD OF THE 
GODS across an interstate 
highway in Mabelvale, 
Arkansas. TRAGICALLY, the 
pizzas had to be TURFED 
as most were RUN OVER 
and covered in DIESEL.
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BLACK IS BACK
PORN star royalty Tori Black has returned to the jiz biz. 
The Seattle stunna quit in 2011 to raise a family but, 
with her sprogs in school, she’s CUM out of retirement. 
Tori, 29, has dived TONGUE-FIRST into the X-rated scene 
and, naturally, her first fillum is titled Tori Black Is Back.

WATER 
HAZARD
A HERO in a Hyundai 
hatchback has taken on the 
CROC-INFESTED waters of 
Kakadu’s East Alligator River 
and SURVIVED. As a saltwater 
croc about TWICE the size of 
the Hyundai Getz swam in 
front of it, the reliable 
rustbucket ploughed on 
through the Northern 
Territory’s DEADLY Cahills 
Crossing and made it to the 
other side…SOMEHOW.

SICK KICKS
ALCOHOLICS working at ZE GERMAN 
shoemaker Adidas have come out with 
a shoe specifically built for MESSY 
Oktoberfest celebrations. The Adidas 
Prost doesn’t just look good with a pair 
of LEDERHOSEN, it has a special plastic 
coating that makes the shoe resistant to 
PUKE and BEER. Cheers!

And I thought 
Volvo drivers 
were insane!

A few tyre tracks 
and petrol wouldn’t 
have stopped me…

NOM NOM!

4 METRE CROC!



PORN WATCH Our no-holes-barred round-up of adult entertainment

‘Cum on my titties.’ 
– @theblakeeden 
(Blake Eden)

‘I will never stop 
shooting fetish 
porn, so everyone 
who’s a fan of 
that can rest easy 
knowing I’ll still 
be doing weird 
fun stuff.’ 
– @thecadencelux 
(Cadence Lux)

The cream of the
adult film world tell 
us what (and who) 
they’re doing!

TRIPLE-X TWITTER

‘I dreamed last 
night that I had 
a long make-out 
sesh with 
Angelina Jolie, 
I’m obsessed with 
this woman’s lips! 
#dontwakemeup 
#bestdreamever.’ 
– @AbbyCrossXXX

WE ALL know policemen are
OCKSUCKERS, but one former
op has employed that particular 
alent in a new career as a 
knob-gobblin’ PORN STAR!

Brit Zara DuRose quit a life 
on the beat to assist her filmic 
fans to BEAT OFF. Yep, she’s 
gone from PC to very un-PC!

The 27-year-old left the police
force in 2012, because she
reckoned her handcuffs could be 
used for more erotic purposes.

“I also work as a dominatrix 
when I’m not filming scenes,” she 
laughed. “When I was a cop I used
to rough up punters for fun, but now
I get PAID to do it.”

’
ft)

dumped their husbands
with EACH OTHER, they

t their seemingly perfect
p would eventually come
down and they’d wind up 

in SEX THERAPY.
s the best cure for what 
a shrink but, rather, a bit 

of therapeutic COCK.
case, a spot of strap-on 
with her son’s girlfriend 

Aria Alexander!
t too little too late? Can 

AT save the not-so-happy 
couple’s relationship? 
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AUSTRALIA produces the
hottest chicks with the
BESTEST BAPS in the
world. Whether they’re

massive, perfectly pear-shaped
and pendulous, natural or fake
– we can proudly STACK OUR 
RACKS against the finest funbags
around the world.

But does one state (or territory)
produce more CHOICE CHEBS
than others?

Who has a stranglehold on the
honour of being the BOOBIEST IN
THE LAND? We were keen to find
out, so we researched the hell out
of the subject till our trousers 
EXPLODED. Now, we’re sitting 
TROUSERLESS at the laundromat,
but as confused as ever. 

So we’ll let YOU decide, dear
readers. Which state (or territory)
rules in the dugs department?
Check out these naked examples
and let us know.

BOOBY PRIZE

We rate  
he best 
ks state 
tate (and 
ritory)!

W
th

rack
by st
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JULY 21, 2014
‘BLOKES LOVE
THAT MY TITS 
ARE BIG AND 

BOUNCE  
AROUND’

MAY 24, 2010
‘PEOPLE ASK
IF THEY’RE 

REAL AND I’M  
COMPLIMENTED  

ON THEM  
QUITE OFTEN’

SIENA | Sydney

MEL | Collaroy

JANUARY 20, 2014
‘I’VE PLACED

BOTTLES 
BETWEEN MY 

BOOBS’

ELLE | Sydney



OCTOBER 18, 2010
‘I USE AN

EXFOLIATING 
BODY WASH TO 
KEEP MY BOOBS 

NICE AND 
SOFT’

BONNIE | Burleigh
JUNE 24, 2013

‘I LOVE A GOOD
BUNNY-RUB… 

THE SENSATION  
IS GREAT’

HUNTER | Gold Coast

KENDRA | Brisbane

MAY 7, 2012
‘WOMEN LOVE MY 

TITS…WHEN I CATCH 
THEM STARING 

THERE’S A SEXY 
EXCHANGE 
OF SMILES’



DECEMBER 17, 2012
‘GUYS GO CRAZY
FOR ’EM. I WORK 
AT A STRIP CLUB, 
SO IMAGINE THE 

ATTENTION  
THEY GET’

LAILAH | Perth

MAY 17, 2010
‘EVERYONE SAYS
I HAVE BIG BOOBS 

FOR MY AGE.  
I LIKE GOING 

OUT TO SHOW 
THEM OFF’

IMOGEN | Perth

NOVEMBER 7, 2011
‘I GET TURNED ON

WHEN MY NIPS ARE 
LICKED. IT GIVES 
ME GOOSEBUMPS 

TALKING 
ABOUT IT’

SCARLETT | Perth



JANUARY 17, 2011
‘I GET GOOD TIPS

WORKING AS 
A TOPLESS 

WAITRESS…
NOTHING UNDER 
$100 A NIGHT’

AMELIE | Adelaide

NOVEMBER 15, 2010
‘BLOKES

COMPLIMENT 
MY PLAPPS ALL 

THE TIME’

JAYNE | Adelaide

NOVEMBER 5, 2012
‘MY TITS FEEL
ABSOLUTELY 
AWESOME… 
SOFT, HEAVY 

BUT FIRM’

ASH | Adelaide



JULY 22, 2013
‘MY CANS
ARE SOFT  
AND FUN  

TO HANDLE’

NOVEMBER 19, 2012
‘I GET COMPLIMENTS

NOW AND THEN…
BLOKES LIKE 
MY PUFFY 
NIPPLES’

TEAGAN | Melbourne

RUBY | Melbourne

APRIL 12, 2010
‘MY BAPS MAKE

ME A LOT OF 
MONEY AND I 

ALSO SCORE FREE 
DRINKS AT 
THE PUB’

TIFFANY | Melbourne



NT/ACT
TAS

MAY 21, 2012
‘MY MAN LOVES
’EM. THEY’RE NOT 

MASSIVE, BUT 
THEY’RE STILL 
A HANDFUL’

NOVEMBER 19, 2012
‘I LOVE BEING

OUTSIDE, BUT I 
HAVEN’T HAD TOO 
MUCH OUTDOOR 

SEX’

KATIE | Darwin | NT

NATALIE | Canberra | ACT

JANUARY 7, 2013
‘MEN PREFER

LARGE, NATURAL 
BOOBS’

MYA | Launceston |  TAS
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Green rock in 
corner mud 

pocket...



W E HAVE to confess we
failed geography at school,
readers, so we don’t know
much about AFRICA. We

CAN tell you that it’s pretty bloody big,
it’s full of elephants and lions…um, and
The Phantom lives there.

But after we came across the pix in
this spread, we suddenly know a whole
lot more about the Dark Continent – and
we can safely say it’s FUCKIN’ CRAZY!

From resourceful dudes playing pool
on a homemade MUD table...to people
taking their pet BABOONS and HYENAS
for walks...to the punters finding A HUGE
PYTHON having a nap on the dashboard
of their car, Africa seems like the sorta
place that’s best observed from a
distance.

AFRICA! Interesting

place, but we

wouldn’t wanna

live there

Who needs a 
mobile phone 

holder?

25

Genuine alligator 
leather seat, brah!

No need for a steering 
wheel lock with this 

critter about
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ANIMAL HOUSE WIN!
$20 LETTERS $50 PICTURES

Send your letters and pics to: The
Keeper, c/- Animal House, People 
magazine, GPO Box 4088, Sydney,  
NSW 2001. Or email us at people@
bauer-media.com.au (with Animal 
House in the subject line).

“MY NAN said she picked these
cushion covers up at Vinnies,”
chuckles Rachel of Mordialloc, Vic.
“She said not to be disgusted by 
them, though, ’cos she put them in 
the wash before she used them.”

THINGS THAT LOOK LIKE

GENITALS

UTE LIL’
BEAUTY

TRUCKING HELL!

I’m thinking of buying a sticker for 
my ute. What do youse reckon?

Micko, Vic
Call us old-fashioned, but we always 
liked “NO ROOT, NO RIDE”. Either 
way, it’s definitely worth getting!

MORE  
OF LA  
MOORE?

I HAVE got to disagree with 
your feature on Connie Carter 
(far left) having the best 
natural boobs in the world 
(Sept. 11). I reckon Viola 
Bailey (left) has the best ’cos 
she’s a smaller chick and they 
look even bigger on her. Plus 
she has bigger nipples.

C-Bomb, Vic
They say boobies...er, BEAUTY is 
in the eye of the beholder. And if 
we got a chance to BE HOLDING 
either Connie or Viola’s canned 
goods, they’d need to wear 
HAZMAT suits to stop all the 
jizz getting them pregnant.

AS I was checking my emails, I got 
sent this photo with the caption, 
“Comparing oranges with melons.” 
I didn’t find it that funny, but do you 
have any nudes of the chick? Her 
breasts are insane!

Buddy, WA
We do have nudes of her, Buddy old pal! 
Her name’s Vixen La Moore and she’s 
a 35-year-old who calls herself a “booby 
dancer” from California. Oh, and her 
bolt-ons are a 32FFF, by the way. Enjoy!

BAR UP!

KNOCKER  
OFF!

s

s

g

j
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AFTER reading your thought-provoking
article on who has the best natural
breasts in the
world (Sept. 11),
it got me thinking
– are Jordan
Carver’s milkers
real? And has she
ever shown the
full goodies
or is she a
professional
tease?

TF, Qld
Do you want the good news or the
very bad news, TF? The very bad news
is Ms Carver’s MAMMOTH MAMS are
surgically enhanced. Not that there’s
anything wrong with that. The good
news is we have the ONLY KNOWN
PHOTOGRAPH of her nipple, from
a ZOO magazine shoot she did in
2011. Yippee!

PERSONALLY, I never
quite got the whole
“it’s like taking
candy from a baby” 
expression. With 
all the talk about 
diabetes and sugar 
being public enemy 
No. 1, those babies 
shouldn’t have 
bloody candy in the 
first place! 

WD, SA

We agree with you
100%. WD. Also,
we’ve never
understood the 
concept that “taking 
candy from a baby” 
means that 
something is easy. 
Have you ever TRIED 
to take candy from 
a baby? It’s actually 
quite hard. The little 
pricks are strong!
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THE CENTREFOLD
GIGI ALLENS | 30 | SYDNEY, NSW
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YOU always learn something new
when chatting with the stunning,
sexy and super-smart Gigi Allens.
Like the fact she reckons she’s the

SHY AND RETIRING TYPE. Hmmmm...we’ve
seen the in-demand Aussie porn starlet’s
movies and we find that assessment a bit
hard to swallow. Not that Gigi has any
problems SWALLOWING. Fnaaaaaarrrrr!

Aussie porn
queen says

she’s a shrinking
violet!

P H O T O S  B Y  R I C H A R D  A R T H U R

INTROVERT



‘MISSIONARY 
SEX HAS 

BEEN REALLY 
GOOD FOR ME 

LATELY’

30



HEY-HEY, Gigi! Wha
about you that we’d
“I’m really, really SHY.
And I’m super-clumsy i
If there’s a set of stair
A crack in the paveme
You get the drift.”
If you’re SHY, then
meet an EXTROVER
They’d tear us apar
happening with yo
“I’ve just returned fr
overseas work adve
Europe. I wasn’t sh
all kinds of other n
got up to some mi
...those weed cafe
How’s the sex-lif
“It’s just dandy. I’v
amazing people la
SEXUAL ENERGY.
that my one cons
always MY VIBR
lets me down.”
Learned any ne
“This might see
SEX has been r
I never used to
it feels good h
it could be a ga
Haha! That sai
doggy style.”
How can a m
bed, Gigi?
“Don’t be afra
Why do so m
that? My pus
IT MYSELF if
What are y
backdoor l
“Nothing be
the feeling
in my butth
Holey mol
happened
“I often ge
I’m fuckin
Harley Qui
funny whe
would you
that kind
What’s n
adult fil
“I want t
and dirt
who ap
Let us
apprec
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See pg63 for details

WIN
$1000

BY MODELLING  
IN PEOPLE

‘I OFTEN
GET THE
GIGGLES

WHEN I’M
HAVING 

SEX’

42
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and score big
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Pens out and off we go, readers!
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ENTER TO WIN!
Fill in your name and address together with
a completed and correct Beast crossword

grid and post to: The Beast No. 20,
c/ – People magazine, GPO Box 5507,

Sydney, NSW 2001. Entries close on
Friday, October 13 at 5pm.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

POSTCODE: PHONE:
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Reply Bob head Highway Gem-
studded

Yourself Charged
atoms

Back
teeth Expert Hatchet

Gobble Emollient,
~ vera Trifling

Dab
Shuns
food

Knack

Grips

Buck’s
mate

Mineral
Truth

Paddle Cinder
Goodbye

Weirdest
Twig

shelter Functions Lifetime Previous Poker
stake

Wildlife
park Debase Promos Smashes
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land
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yes (3,3) Grooved ~ & her Perpetual Horse

restraint Tepee
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reservoirs Sheen Reveals Hoo-ha Revolt Control
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Slump

Soggiest
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bottom

Bridge
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~ colada
More
secure

Cubed Babble Choose Laborious

Impulse Afflict Actor,
~ Pitt Involve Subdued Roman

robes
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hending
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Not
sinking
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Printed
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Horror
Observe

Salivate Star, ~
Centauri

Escarp-
ment
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~ Neill

Nude Info Scan Damascus
is there Yonks Minimum
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Reroute

Suit-
maker

Whisky
measure Dawdle Indexes ~ Van
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Sample
(wine) Clue

Thrilled False Collar
fold

Nobody
(2-3)

Intru-
sively

Tablet Grain tips Reclines Necklace Midday Himalayan
region

Primp Writer,
Roald ~ Weirs Fire

crime
Deduct

from (pay)
Jetty

Tenant Servant Topple Rose to
feet Satisfy Child Director,

Spike ~

Anger Wheel
spindles Bar bill Flesh Wounded

by tusk Pries Iffy (2-2) Border
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placent

Rock
concert Envelops

Mountain Copy Wolf
home

Pollution
haze

Coffee or ~

Tour
coach
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bird

Numbers
game

Visualise
Limb Tiny
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solo Usher Kickbacks Logger's

Camera
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Routine Song for
two

Sicilian
volcano

Michigan
city Gang Hotel

Whiz Picture Teamed
(with) Cat’s foot Cereal

grass

Derived Backbone Lightly fry America
(1,1,1) Knot

~ & only That
boy’s

Current
unit metal

Brass
Donkey Lease

Sing to
lover

Tender
Salty
white
cheese

Greets Perjurer Asphalt
Musical
piece
Chore

Battle Spools Support

Nigerian
city

~ of Capri

Dissuade

Uncle & ~

Billiards
cloth
Field

Bacon & ~ Yemen
port Neither Gaudy Twitch

Bigotry Obscure Creature Disgust Finale Plant
study Navigates

Rectified Reminder
Mi, ~, soh

Blunder
Kindled Juvenile Relay

stick Spot Flooring
stone Greek sea Senior

Financial
Otherwise

No ~ or
buts

Harden Mixer
drinks Purchaser Spoiled Popular

US sport
Lingerie

trim

Coronet Beeps
(horn) Lucifer Shut tight Take care

of
Nocturnal
mammal Stance

Strat-
egies

In favour
of Jot Clan

symbol Snatches Brazilian
dance

Flit
(about)

~ Paulo Extinct
birds Tuber Slackly Daytime

soap Xmas ~

Judo
level Belts Moan Dutch

bulbs
Memo-
rised Dismisses

Ventilate

Mature
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award
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surface

Arrival
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(doorbell)
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relative Keen

Dunk Lament Journey Affiliated Quotes Pronto
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Marine
growth Male bee Rope (off) Tracks Slimming

plans
Witch’s
laugh
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onlooker Tower Crunchy
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Shortens ~ & outs Carry Grills Unhappily Indian
guitar
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outs (1,2)

Sped

Deed
Hauls Arcs Sully Ram or
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Shocked,
taken ~ The self
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wrap

Multi-
tudes Fluffy Flans Author

unknown Amount
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trickle
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Diminish

Sanctuary Blackens Construct Expand Gene acid
(1,1,1)
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Recog-
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wag

Jacket ~ Vegas Appraise
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(film)
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Hack-
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keeper

Salvo Voyages Blouse Lower
jaw Crinkle

Thoughts Wan Flaky
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Windmill
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Money
box,
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mation Surety Calls
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Objects Tobog-
gans

Hot
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Tropical
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Grace-
land

owner

Negative
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Places Finished Repair Medico Trans-
gress Inside Lively Flair

Cap
Phrases
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(lawn)

Also
Solution
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ACROSS
1. Impersonate
4. Astounding
8. Cup-shaped flower

11. Bruce Willis thriller, The – 

12. With 46 across,
Irene Kennedy (5,6)

15. See 43 down
18. With 44 across, Ghost (6,6)
19. Squash bat
21. Arnold Schwarzenegger’s 

country of birth
22. Large sweet fruit
24. Musical drama
29. Sweepstake
30. Foes
31. Mission: Impossible and

The Mummy actor, Tom – 
32. Hand covers
33. Peace prize
40. Festival, – Gras
42. Titillating material
43. Tranquillised
44. See 18 across
46. See 12 across
47. Movie model, – Zoolander

50. See 2 down
51. Audacity
52. Stretches out
53. Aussie spin bowler, – Warne

DOWN
1. Austin Powers’ attribute
2. With 50 across,

Stan Hurley (7,6)

3. Silent film star, Charlie –
5. Horror director, – Craven
6. Smash Mouth’s hit song,

Walkin’ On The –
7. Mixed martial arts (1,1,1)
8. Nicotine plant
9. Recreation

10. Grape variety, – noir
13. Pennsylvania Dutch
14. Legendary French wrestler,
 – The Giant

16. I’m Yours singer, Jason – 
17. Tennis ace, Steffi –
20. With 26 down.

This week’s film (8,8)
23. Rugby rule infringement
25. Meringue dessert
26. See 20 down
27. Actress, – Hunt
28. Amphibians
34. Bullying talk

35. Travel bags
36. Star Wars knight

37. Historic US highway, – 66
38. Drinking spree
39. Starship Troopers

actor, – Busey
40. Mums
41. Soft cheese style
43. With 15 across,

Mitch Rapp (5,1’5)
45. The Intern actress,

– Hathaway
47. Parenthood actor, – Shepard
48. Lament
49. Youngster

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17

18 19

20 21

22 23 24 25 26

27 28

29 30

31 32

33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41

42

43 44

45

46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53

NAME:

ADDRESS:

POSTCODE: PHONE:

Moviecross entries close October 13. Answers to be printed December 4. Winner to 
be printed December 18. See page 40 for T&Cs and the privacy notice.

Solve the Moviecross correctly and you could win $150! Send the completed
crossword to: Moviecross No. 20, c/– People magazine, PO Box 5536,
Sydney, NSW 2001.

The clues in bold relate to
a famous film – the

picture gives you a hint
which one. The first
correct entry drawn

after the closing date 
wins the cash!

WIN $150
FORTNIGHTLY!

MOVIECROSS ENTRY COUPON

MOVIECROSS
#20

SEP. 25
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PUZZLES

PRIVACY NOTICE
This issue of People is published by Bauer Media
Pty Ltd (Bauer). Bauer may use and disclose your
information in accordance with our Privacy Policy,
including to provide you with your requested
products or services and to keep you informed
of other Bauer publications, products, services
and events. Our Privacy Policy is located at www.
bauer-media.com.au/privacy/. It also sets out

how you can access or correct your personal
information and lodge a complaint. Bauer may
disclose your personal information offshore
to its owners, joint venture partners, service
providers and agents located throughout the
world, including in NZ, USA, the Philippines and
the European Union. In addition, this issue may
contain Reader Offers, being offers, competitions
or surveys. Reader Offers may require you to 

provide personal information to enter or to take
part. Personal information collected for Reader
Offers may be disclosed by us to service providers
assisting Bauer in the conduct of the Reader
Offer and to other organisations providing special
prizes or offers that are part of the Reader Offer.
An opt-out choice is provided with a Reader Offer.
Unless you exercise that opt-out choice, personal
information collected for Reader Offers may also

be disclosed by us to other organisations for
use by them to inform you about other products,
services or events or to give to other organisations
that may use this information for this purpose.
If you require further information, please
contact Bauer’s Privacy Officer either by email at
privacyofficer@bauer-media.com.au or mail at
Privacy Officer Bauer Media Pty Ltd, 54-58 Park 
Street, Sydney NSW 2000.

READER SUBMISSIONS
By sending us a photograph or letter, you grant to
us the perpetual, worldwide right to publish and
otherwise use that photograph or letter in all
media and warrant to us that doing so will not
infringe the rights of any person. You agree that
we may edit the photograph or letter in our 
absolute discretion.
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FILL the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box 
contains the digits 1 to 9.

SUDOKU
Entry is open to residents of Australia aged 15 years and over. Employees of the Promoter
and their immediate families and agencies associated with this promotion are ineligible
to enter. Entrants under the age of 18 years must have prior parental or legal guardian
consent to enter.
This issue’s Beast/Moviecross/Swirl-A-Sleb promotion opens September 11 and closes
October 13. The draw will take place at Bauer Media, 54 Park St, Sydney, NSW 2000
on October 27 at 11am (AEST/AEDST when applicable).Winners will be notified by
mail using the contact details on their entries and their names will be published in
People magazine on December 18.
This issue’s Maxi promotion opens August 28 and closes on September 29. The draw will
take place at Bauer Media, 54 Park St, Sydney, NSW 2000 on October 27 at 11am
(AEST/AEDST). The winner will be notified by mail using the contact details
given in their entry and their name will be published in People magazine on December 18.
The judges’ decision is final and binding on all who enter and no correspondence will
be entered into.
Enter by correctly completing the relevant crossword/puzzle during the promotional
period found in the relevant issue of People magazine and sending the completed coupon
to the appropriate address as follows:
Beast: The Beast No. 20, c/- People magazine, PO Box 5507, Sydney, NSW 2001.
Moviecross: Moviecross No. 20, c/- People magazine, PO Box 5536, Sydney, NSW 2001.
Swirl-A-Sleb: Swirl-A-Sleb No. 20, c/- People magazine, PO Box 5536, Sydney, NSW 2001.
Maxi: Maxi – September, c/- People magazine, PO Box 5508, Sydney, NSW 1181.
Please see Bauer Media Privacy notice below. Full terms and conditions can be found
at www.bauer-media.com.au/terms/competition-terms.
The Promoter is Bauer Media Pty Ltd (ABN 18 053 273 546) of 54 Park St, Sydney,
NSW 2000. Phone: (02) 9282 8000.
Authorised under permit number: NSW: LTPM/17/1556.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Clip out this coupon – OR PHOTOCOPY THIS PAGE – and send to:
Swirl-A-Sleb No. 20, c/– People, PO Box 4088, Sydney, NSW 2001.
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3

4

SOMEONE has taken these celebs and messed with
their heads. Can you unswirl their faces and identify them?
First correct entry drawn after the closing date wins $100!

WIN $100
FORTNIGHTLY!

Swirl-A-Sleb entries close October 13. Answers to be
printed December 4. Winner to be printed December 18.

See page 40 for terms and conditions and the privacy notice.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

POSTCODE: PHONE:

SWIRL-A-SLEB

HINT: Television's Sunrise co-host. HINT: Plays Daredevil in The Defenders.

HINT: Now-retired Western Bulldogs star. HINT: Star of The Handmaid’s Tale.
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DID
YOU

KNOW

? Get
smarter
and shit

This week:

BOOBS

6%
Of women

have an
EXTRA

CHAPEL
HATPEG

somewhere
on their

body.

Women worldwide have
STORE-BOUGHT BOLT-ONS.

Of women achieved
ORGASM from just NIPPLE
STIMULATION in a 2009 study.

TIMMIE
JEAN

LINDSEY
Had the world’s first
silicone gel BREAST
IMPLANT operation  

in 1962.

RUSSIA
SWEDEN
NORWAY
FINLAND

Are the countries with the world’s
BIGGEST BOOZZIES. Women in
these countries have, on average, 
GAZONGAS above a D-cup.

MILLION

5 YEARS
Can be added to a bloke’s life if he

STARES at TITTIES for ONE
MINUTE A DAY. Because it promotes 

circulation, apparently. Hehe…

29%
BESHINE

2 3OUT OF

OVER

4
MILLION

New bras are produced
around the world

EVERY DAY.

Is a German porn star who
claims to have the WORLD’S
LARGEST FAKE
FUNBAGS,
measuring
in at a
WHOPPING 32Z!

Women have a LEFT
nork LARGER than

their RIGHTIE.



IDOL CHAT

Two Aussie wrestlers take on

the world’s finest in the WWE
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THE first time many fans are gonna 
see you will be online in the Mae 
Young Classic. How’d it go?
“It was a crazy experience. I was so 
nervous – the first time I was in front of 
the crowd was for the competitors’ parade 
at the start of the tournament. When it 
was time for my match I was scared, 
on the brink of crying, but as soon as 
I stepped through that entranceway I went 
into ‘Rhea Ripley mode’ and I was like, 
‘I’ve gotta do this!’”
You now live in Florida and work for 
WWE’s feeder group NXT. What qualities 
do you bring to that promotion?

“I treat the ring like
mosh pit. I rock out
then I’ll go in swingi
swinging like it’s a ‘
a metal gig.”
You’re a heavy me
“I love my metal mu
a few gigs over here
some time.”
Are you getting us
name, Rhea?
“Haha. It’s hard. At t
‘Rhea! Rhea!’ and it
seconds to realise th
What was the insp
“WWE emailed me a
some names togeth
really strong female
Greek goddess, so t
pick for me. Ripley i
and she’s a total ba
Apart from family
you miss most abo
“Driving on the left-h
It’s so different here
You come from Ad
RADELAIDE as the
“Haha. It’s alright – w
quiet compared to th
the quietness and th

RHEA RIPLEY
it
to
ng
wa

eta
usi
e..

se

ra
ta

he
ira
an
he
e n
th
s

ad-
a

ou
ha
e.
de
ey
we
he
hat

’s a
o my music,
g and come out
all of death’ at

al fan, we assume?
c. I’ll be checking out
.I just need to find

ed to your new ring

ining, people are like,
akes me a couple of
y’re talking to me!”
ation?
nd asked me to put
r. I was trying to find

names...Rhea is a
at was such an easy
the chick from Alien
-ass.”
nd friends, what do

ut Australia?
and side of the road.
Haha!”
laide. Is it really as
say it is?
try to talk it up. It’s
other states. I love

t there’s no traffic.”

RHEA RIPLEY
Age: 20
Height: 170cm
From: Adelaide, SA
Wrestling for: four years
Childhood idols: Triple H
Big moves: full nelson
slam, facewash (“a running
kick in the corner”)
Twitter:
@RheaRipley_WWE

QUICK 
FACTS

TWO of Australia’s best professional 
wrestlers – Adelaide’s Rhea Ripley 
(formerly known as Demi Bennett) 
and Queenslander Toni Storm – 

are currently wowing fans on WWE.com as 
they compete in the inaugural Mae Young 

Classic women’s tournament. Both ladies 
have a lot in common: they’re tough, 
talented and HYOOOOOOGE metal fans. 
We had the chance to talk to them about 
wrestling in the WWE and their love for 
head-bangin’ RAWK!
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ck mark under your
thing, war paint, what?

of Mötley Crüe and 80s 
ey Crüe’s bass guitarist 
had the black line under 

a Nikki Sixx fan, so this 

Crüe. Which of their 
d you recommend to 
i?
t the best...I recommend 
every song. They’re the 

music for me. Haha!” 
rom listening to glam 
, what else are you 
outside wrestling?
fe consists of just  
stling. If I’m not  
ling I’m in the gym,  
goes hand in hand with 
g. I socialise but that’s 
ople involved in 
ng! It consumes my life.”

did your international 
rience – in Japan and 

UK – help you in the 
Young Classic?
ding into the tournament 
were so many different 
from different countries; 

ble to adjust my 
g ability to each 

m more well-rounded, 
adapt easier to 

nent.”
eel the first time 
for the tourney?
cepted that it’s 
he whole thing is just
am…’cos this is 
s wanted to be and 
alk out in front of a 
u dream about it for 
ou get there and it’s 
is really happening.’ 
ble.”
lways been a fan? 
into it when I was 
I started wrestling at 

was probably younger 
uld have, in front of 
ly no-one. I really started 
e bottom in an industrial 
n Queensland in front of 
ums and dads.”
at’s happening with 

nd NXT?

“I’m not currently 
signed. I was just 
over for the Mae 
Young Classic, but 
hopefully it leads 
onto something 
where I’m fulltime 
at NXT. That’s the 
dream.”
If you got signed, 
have you thought 

about any dream match-ups?
“Oooooh, that’s difficult…but imagine 
being in there with Sasha Banks or 
Bayley, that would be something!”
Any final thoughts on the Mae Young 
Classic, mate?
“I’m so proud of being a part of it, 
’cos women’s wrestling is receiving the 
attention it deserves. We’re finally getting 
into the mainstream. I just hope this 
puts women’s wrestling on the map 
even more.”

TORM

TONI STORM
Age: 21
Height: 158cm
From: Gold Coast, Qld
Wrestling for: eight years
Childhood idols: Hardy
Boys, Mickie James, Shawn
Michaels
Big moves: “Strong Zero”
piledriver
Twitter: @ToniStorm_

QUICK 
FACTS

WHAT’S the blac
eye: an athletic
“I’m a huge fan o
glam metal. Mötl
Nikki Sixx always
his eye and I’m a
is my tribute.”
We love the C
albums woul
people, Ton
“They’re just
absolutely
gods of m
Apart fr

metal,
into o

y li
wre
est
ich

estlin
tht pe

wrestli
How d
exper
the U
Mae Y
“Head
there

people
I was a
wrestlin

style. I’m
so I could

each oppon
How did it fe

you hit the ring
“I still haven’t ac
actually reality. T
one massive drea
where I’ve always
I finally got to wa
WWE crowd. You
so long, then y
like, ‘Oh, this
It’s unbelievab
Have you al
“Yeah, I got
around 10.
13, which w
than I sho
absolute
from the
shed in
four mu
So wha
you an

THE MAE 
YOUNG CLASSIC

is available on 
WWE.com. The final 

can be seen on 
Wednesday, 

September 13 at 
12 noon (AEST).
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FUNNY SHIT WIN!
$20 LETTERS $50 PICTURES

JOKES
Talk it out
A DRUNK was staggering along the side of 
the road at 2am when the coppers drove 
past and demanded to know what he was 
up to.

“It’s fine, officers,” he assured them. 
“I’m just off to a lecture.”

“Who the hell gives lectures at this time 
of night?” asked one of the cops.

“My wife.” 
Josh, Qld

Ear muffs
A BLOKE came home early from work to 
find another man in bed with his wife. 

“What the hell is going on?” he roared.
“I’m just listening to music,” replied the 

fella, who had his head between his wife’s 
big breasts.

The husband decided to check it out, so 
he pushed the other fella aside and stuck 
his head in his missus’ cleavage. 

After a minute he said, “This is bullshit, 
I can’t hear a thing!”

“Of course you can’t,” grinned the other 
bloke. “You’re not plugged in.”

Finn, NSW

Stupid is…
DUMB Dave stormed into the pub one 
evening, scowling and eyeing up every 
bloke in the place.

“Alright, who was it?” he spat.
“What’s wrong with ya, mate?” asked 

the barman.
“Me missus just gave birth to triplets,” 

roared Dumb Dave, “so I’m looking for the 
other two pricks who fucked her!”

DJ, NSW

Suck it
THREE vampires walked into a vampire bar. 
The first vampire ordered a blood on
the rocks, the second ordered a 
double shot of blood, but the third 
just asked for a mug of hot water.

“What’s up?” asked the vampire 
bartender. “Why didn’t you order 
a blood-based drink like your pals?”

The third vampire pulled out a 
tampon and grinned, “I just feel like some 
tea tonight.”

Ant, ACT

Stuff it
Q. WHAT do you call a woman 
with a toothpick up her bum? 
A. Olive.

MK, Vic

Flower power
SEAMUS walked up to his girlfriend’s front 
door, clutching a huge bunch of flowers.

He rang the doorbell, waited a few 
seconds, then his missus opened the door, 
saw the flowers and dragged him inside. 

She lay back on the lounge, spread her 
legs, pulled her grundies to one side and 
said, “This is for the flowers!”

“Don’t be silly,” gasped Seamus. “You 
must have a vase somewhere!”

Tania, WA

Bad taste
A BLOKE was going down on a woman he’d 
picked up at the pub when he started 
gagging and looked up at her in disgust. 

“For fuck’s sake, what’s that awful smell?” 
he asked

“I’ve got arthritis,” she replied.
“What – in your cunt?” he asked.

“Nah, in both my shoulders, so I can’t
wipe my arse,” she said.  

Kaycee, Qld

Little joke
Q. DID you hear about the midget 
who wanted folks to know he 
was gay?
A. The lil’ fella came out of 
the cupboard.

Helen, WA

THE GAG REEL The best one-liners from professional jokers

BILL MAHER
“Kids
They’
easy,
there
to be
pena
for se

BONNIE
“I’ve often
wanted to
drown my
troubles,
but I can’t
get my
husband
to go 
swimming

‘I HAD A 
PLOUGHMAN’S 

LUNCH THE 
OTHER DAY. HE 
WASN’T VERY 

HAPPY’

TIM VINE

BEST
JOKE

Send your best gag to Funny Shit, c/- 
People, GPO Box 4088, Sydney, NSW 2001, 
or email it to people@bauer-media.com.au 
(include Funny Shit in the subject line).

Twin peaks
A GUY starts talking to two women in 
a bar and he can’t help but notice that 
they’re Siamese twins, Susan and Sally. 
They get on really well together and 
wind up back in his flat. 

He makes love to Susan, then starts 
to fool around with Sally. He worries 
that Susan might get bored watching, 
so he asks her what she’d like to do 
to pass the time.

“Is that a trombone sitting in the 
corner?” she asks. “I’d love to play 
your trombone.” 

So he hands it to Susan and she 
plays a couple of old tunes while he 
bangs her sister. 

A few weeks later, the gals are 
walking past his apartment building. 

Sally says, “Let’s go up there and 
see that guy.”

“I don’t know,” muses Susan. “Do 
you think he’ll remember us?”

Yamo, NT
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Trained well
LIL’ JOHNNY was playing with his train set
when his mother heard him say, “All you
bastards getting off the train, fuck off. All
you bastards getting on, fucking hurry up.”

His mum was horrified. She sent him to
his bedroom and told him to stay there for 
two hours and practise making polite
passenger announcements.

When Lil’ Johnny started playing trains
again two hours later, his mother heard him
say, “Those disembarking please mind the
step and have a nice day. Those boarding,
please enjoy your journey. Those upset at
the two-hour delay, you can blame that fat
bitch in the kitchen.”

Bozo, Vic

First timers
A RELIGIOUS couple got hitched and, being
virgins, had no idea how to consummate
the marriage. The bloke snuck into the
toilet and rang his dad for advice.

“Get naked and climb into bed,” advised
his father.

His new wife was confused when she
saw him do this, so she snuck into the
bathroom, rang her mother and asked
her what to do.

“Get naked and get into bed with him,”
came the response.

They both lay there side by side for an
hour until the bloke snuck off to ring his
father again to ask what came next.

“Look at her naked body,” his father said,
“then take the hardest part of your body
and stick it where she pees.”

A few moments later the bride called her
mother, weeping.

“What do I do now, Mum?” she asked.
“Well, what’s the dopey bastard doing?”

her mother replied.
“He’s in the bathroom, dunking his head

in the toilet.”
Kane, NSW

Nightie night
SALLY decided to spice up her marriage
and turn on her hubby. She took a
nightgown that was cut high in the front
and low in the back and wore it the wrong
way round, exposing her chebs.

She wandered around all night in the
back-to-front nightie but her bloke didn’t
even seem to notice. Finally, she said,
“Honey, haven’t you noticed anything
different about my nightgown tonight?”

“Yeah,” he grunted. “The shit stains are
on the front now.”

KL, SA

FOR MORE FUNNY PICS, GO TO
FACEBOOK.COM/AUSSIEPEOPLECAUGHT IN THE NET

With hair like this, who needs pants?

It took us way too long to figure 
this out…How to confuse a vegetarian.

That’s why it’s called the cornhole.



MAMMARY LANE
LEXI BELLE | INDEPENDENCE, LOUISIANA |  
CENTREFOLD, NOVEMBER 29, 2010

Adult film star 
and her pubes 

were a hit 
Down Under!



REMEMBER that time
X-rated legend Lexi Belle
and her delightful “mini-
bush” visited to take part
in Melbourne Sexpo?
We’ve never forgotten…
and neither have our
nads! When we asked the
babe about her world-
famous oral techniques,
she told us, “On a good
day I’d say I’m an 8½ out
of 10. My fellatio secret
is you have to be sloppy
– the sloppier the better
– with lots of saliva.”

FEMME FACTS



LEXI BELLE | INDEPENDENCE, LOUISIANA |

CENTREFOLD, NOVEMBER 29, 2010

MAMMARY LANE





WIN STUFF!
IMPORTANT!

Send entries to: Win!, c/- People
magazine, GPO Box 4088, Sydney,

NSW 2001. Entries close 5pm, 
Friday, October 13.

Universal Sony Pictures, rated
M, out now, RRP: $39.95
(DVD)/$44.95 (Blu-ray)/
$49.95 (3D)/$54.95 (4K)
What’s the guts? Digging up
a sarcophagus in an Egyptian
pyramid is never a good thing,
especially in a horror movie.
But Nick Morton (Tom Cruise)
goes ahead and does just that,
freeing the powerful dead
Princess Ahmanet. Seems she
was betrayed and buried alive,
so she has a few bones to pick
(beginning with her own). Now
it’s up to Nicky to stop the 

pissed-off princess before she
destroys the planet.
Anything else? This film
promises plenty of action, big
explosions and camel spiders.
Cooooool! There’s also a great
supporting cast including Sofia
Boutella as Princess Ahmanet
and Russell Crowe as Dr Henry
Jekyll. The Mummy is the first
in a series of movies that will
reimagine classic Universal
monsters and place them in
a funky new “Dark Universe”.
Double cooooool!
Final word: Mummy’s the word!

MUMMY

WE ARE…ahem, WRAPPED to have been given FIVE
DVDs to give away, courtesy of our bandaged buddies
at Universal Sony. For a chance to win, just tell us
IN ONE SENTENCE something beaut about your
mummy. The five most heart-warming answers will
score a DVD. Mark your entries “The Mummy comp”.

WIN!

Via Vision, rated M, out now,
RRP: $129.95 (DVD)
What’s the guts? Based on the cult
1985 movie directed by John
Hughes, Weird Science (1994-98)
is about two nerds who somehow
create their dream woman, Lisa
(Vanessa Angel), on their crappy
home computer. Blessed with
incredible powers Lisa can grant
geeks Gary and Wyatt anything they
want, although this inevitably leads
to all sorts of problems.Watch the
TV series and find out why one critic
called it “one of the most dope,
rad, illin’ and choice shows to come

out of the
1990s”...
although the
use of the word
“rad” is unfortunate.
Anything else? Via Vision is to
be commended for releasing this
14-DVD box set, containing all five
seasons of the cult TV show. Weird
Science Complete Collection has
a ton of bonus features include
audio commentaries. Grab some
drinks and salt’n’vinegar chips
and prepare for a hilarious sitcom
marathon experience.
Final word: The science of laughter.

By Samantha X
Hachette, out now,
RRP: $29.99 ($14.99 Ebook)
What’s the guts? High-class escort
Samantha X is back in a
sizzling sequel that’ll curl
your cock and STIFFEN
YOUR TOES (or preferably
vice-versa). As the boss
of Samantha X Angels,
our heroine must deal
with the INS AND OUTS
of the sex industry
(fnnnaaaaar!), learn how
to handle her gals’ quirky
personalities and get a FIRM GRIP
on a new lover who’s known as
MR BIG. Gee, we wonder why?

Anything else? Samantha X knows
what she’s talking about – she’s a
real-life madam and former escort.
Hailing from a privileged middle-

class upbringing in
London, she got into
journalism before moving 
to Australia in 2000.
It was over here that
she decided to take
a walk on the wild side
by working in the sex
industry. Yep, Oz has that
effect on a lot of people.
Now, she’s using her

life experiences and written this
amusing, arousing book.
Final word: X marks the spot!

THE weird’n’wonderful folk at Via Vision have sent us FIVE DVD box
sets for this comp. To enter, just tell us IN A SENTENCE one way in
which science has benefited your life. The five most interesting
answers will win a box set. Mark your entries “Weird Science comp”.

WE’RE giving away THREE copies, thanks to our mates at Hachette.
To get yours, just tell us IN ONE SENTENCE your favourite sexual
position. The three most revealing answers will get a book. Mark your 
entries “Back On Top comp”.

Weird Science
Complete Collection

Back On Top

WIN! WIN!

THE



Where local girls do

their nude duty!
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13 nude babes from your ’hood!
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KODY-KING | 25
Semaphore Park | SA

Tell us about your inkage. 
“I started at 15. Every tatt has a story, 
whether I got them to rebel or for someone
I love or to represent a moment.”
The head tatt must get some comments.
“Hahaha…my forehead is one of the most
commented-on tattoos. I waited four years
to do it and don’t regret it. It says ‘family’.”
Why did you go with that?
“I chose that word ’cos on the side of my
face is ‘rkett’ and I thought I better make
it up to my mother. People now know 
me as ‘the girl in Adelaide with the face 
tattoo’. I like to think I’m making a lasting
impression on today’s society.”
If a guy had the words “My Little Pony”
tattooed on his penis, would that be 
a deal-breaker, Kody-King?
“No. I’ve always wanted a pony.”

‘I’M KNOWN 
AS THE GIRL 

WITH THE 
FACE TATTOO’

TATTS 
AWESOME
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ABBIE | 27
Newcastle | NSW

When did you last root in public?
“Me and my partner were at a house
party that started to die off, so we
ventured to the casino and one of my
high heels broke. We ended up in the
disabled bathroom attempting to fix
the shoe...one thing led to another. 
The shoe never got fixed.”
Ever been caught?
“When I was a teenager, my mum
came home to find me in the pool
with a guy.”
Must have been a passion killer.
“For sure. I wasn’t allowed to have
boys over for a few years after that.”
Where else have you done it?
“In a country town park. Another time
we pulled off to the side of the road.”

Ever done a drunken nude run, Ella?
Or even a sober one?
“Both – it was in Straddie with my 
girlfriends from high school.”
Was it beaut?
“Yes, it felt so free.”
Who got to catch a look at your fine
form, mate?
“A few houses in the same street.”
What do you like about your body?
“My natural big boobs…they’re 12F.”
Are you a fan of titty-fucking?
“Not really: it’s overrated. I prefer to
have them held and nibbled.”
What else gets you off?
“Teasing the hell out of someone.”
What if they tease you as well?
“I always win.”

ELLA | 23
Burleigh Heads | QLD

‘WE ONCE
DID IT IN A
COUNTRY

TOWN PARK’
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Other than the bedroom, where’s the 
best place in the house to shag?
“It would have to be the shower, 
for sure.”
Other than the house, what part of 
town is the best place for sex?
“I’d probably have to say anywhere 
cheeky where you could get caught. 
Like the casino or something.”
Other than a vibrator, what object 
best gets you off?
“Detachable shower head, definitely. 
I like it ’cos the pressure is so good 
on my clit. I used to use one all the 
time, but I’ve moved since, which is 
a bummer.”
Other than your vagina, where do you 
most like a guy to put his cock inside 
you, Rubi?
“Anal sex is always good. It gets me 
more hot than I already was.”

RUBI | 20
Marion | SA

ARSE WITH 
CLASS

‘A DETACHABLE 
SHOWER HEAD 

HAS GOOD 
PRESSURE’
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MIA BELLE | 29
Melbourne | VIC

‘NICE NORKS 
MAKE EVERY 
OUTFIT LOOK 

BETTER’

What’s the best thing about having 
great norks?
“They make every outfit look better and 
you always look good naked. Plus they’re 
squishy, which is fun.”
Who gets to squish them?
“Me, anyone I’m dating and all my friends 
when alcohol’s involved.”
Do you get to squish theirs, too?
“Yes, that’s the best part about having 
female friends.”
Ever done more than just squish boobs 
with your female friends?
“Yes. I’m bi, so I date women as well.”
Compare gals and guys in bed.
“Girls feel softer, but I tend to go for 
dominating types with both men and 
women. I can never decide which I prefer, 
but I do love how big men’s hands are…
very good for spanking.”
Don’t stop there, mate.
“The contrast of a dominating woman’s 
soft skin, curves and strength is really 
sexy. I enjoy both equally, but I love how 
different men’s bodies are to mine.”

BOOBS  
WE LOVE
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What’s the kinkiest thing you’ve 
done, Quinn?
“I had a threesome with my partner 
and our friend.”
Awesome. Tell us more. 
“We’d talked about doing it for a 
while, but we never really had the 
chance until one night when our friend 
had just come back from holiday. We 
got drunk and ended up back at my 
place. It was an interesting night and 
we’re all still close.”
What positions did you get into?
“My partner did me from behind while 
I ate her out.”
Was she your first taste of smoo?
“She was my first.”
But not your last?
“It’s definitely going to happen again.”

KINKY  
CUTIE

QUINN | 21
Eden Hills | SA
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‘WE HAD A 
THREESOME 
WITH OUR 

FRIEND’
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BEYA once shagged a
stranger: “We met at a
club and went back to his
place, where I spent the
night.” She revealed,“I’ve
made a sex tape. I like to
watch myself rooting.”

BEYA
Sunshine Coast, QLD

February 22, 2010

WHEN we called the
Berlin-born babe she
was set to “hang
out in a park or the
backyard at home
– topless if possible.
Or totally nude. Girls
walk around topless
all the time in Berlin. 
It’s amazing.”

ANAIS
Sydney, NSW

December 3, 2012 

“NOTHING beats a
good tit-fucking,” Bella
said.“It’s a massive
turn-on, especially
when I get a pearl
necklace at the end.”

BELLA
Noosa, QLD

December 3, 2012 



HOLLY said her
massive mams
made her feel
“appreciative and
proud”. How did
she deal with guys
ogling them? “When
a bloke’s staring at
my tits, I rip off my
top and let them
do the talking.”

HOLLY
Gold Coast, QLD

February 22, 2010

ELLIE recalled her first
one-night stand: “It
was with a guy at a
party…we did it on
the beach later that
night.”When did she
realise she’d be
rooting him? “That
guy? About an hour
into our conversation.”

ELLIE
Brisbane, QLD

December 3, 2012 

“I LOVE rainy days,V8s
and my job as a
‘1-900’ girl,” explained
Sugar. “Guys make
video calls and I dance
and chat to them until
they blow their loads.”

SUGAR
Gold Coast, QLD

February 22, 2010
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GEMMA | 22
Bendigo | VIC

EVER hooked up with someone while out on 
the job as a volunteer firey?
“One time we went to a farm near Bendigo to 
deal with a brushfire that was out of control. 
The farmer was a young bloke who got a bit 
flirtatious with me once we’d put it out. He 
invited me back to his place for dinner. But 
I wound up eating HIM instead.”
What impressed you about this guy?
“I now know why they call farmers ‘COCKIES’. 
His dick was at least nine inches long!”
Holy heck! Was that hard to handle?
“I’ve held a few giant FIREHOSES in my time, 
but this one was scary...in a good way. I got so 
wet when he first showed it to me.”
Did he extinguish your BUSHFIRE?
“Oh, for sure. The sex was amazing, then he 
sprayed me with his FOAM when he pulled 
out. I was walking bowlegged for a few days 
after that!”   

CITIZE
OF TH
WEE
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OFFICIAL MODEL CITIZENS 
ENTRY COUPON
SEND this coupon to: Model Citizens, c/- 
People, GPO Box 4088, Sydney, NSW 2001. 
Once we receive it, we’ll put you in touch with 
one of our ace photographers, who’ll take 
lovely pics for use in our mag!

■ Yes, I want to be a Model Citizen (please 
tick). I hereby give People the right to use 
my photos on the internet, and on MMS, 
SMS or DVD.

■ I am over 18 years of age and attach a 
photocopy of photo ID (eg. driver’s licence).

NAME:

ADDRESS:

PHONE (Home):

PHONE (Work):

SIGNATURE:

By signing this agreement, I signify I have 
read, understand and agree to be bound by 
the important terms and conditions below.
Important terms and conditions: 
1. I acknowledge and agree that the publisher of People magazine, Bauer Media 
(Bauer), its licensees or assigns may publish or authorise the publication of the 
pictures of me in any layout or format, in whole or in part, without restriction as to 
changes or alterations made from time to time and accompanied by any text and/
or graphics it chooses without further reference to me. 
2. I hereby assign to Bauer Media the worldwide copyright to the photographs and 
acknowledge that Bauer Media may exercise all of the rights of the copyright owner in 
respect of the photographs, including using or licensing the publication of the photos in 
other publications and using or licensing the publication of the photographs in any 
format including (but not limited to) DVD, MMS, CD-ROM or the internet. 
3. I release Bauer Media, its employees, agents, related companies and assigns from 
all actions, suits, causes of actions, claims and demands whatsoever which I may 
have at any time in connection with the photographs or arising from or relating to 
their publication in print or electronic media, including and liability by virtue of any 
blurring, distortion, alteration, context or otherwise, including (but not limited to) any 
action for defamation. 
4. I acknowledge that persons sending Model Citizens photos without the written 
permission of the subject will be liable to criminal prosecution.

�Hey, ladies! Pose topless and you’ll score 
a cool $100. Get completely starkers 
and receive $150! Citizen Of The Week 
receives $400!

�Our favourite Model Citizens have the 
chance to pose again as a Harem or 
Centrefold model and score up to $1000!

BECOME A 
MODEL CIT 
JUST LIKE  
GEMMA

‘I’VE HELD A
FEW GIANT
FIREHOSES

IN MY TIME’



MARINA VISCONTI | 22 | MOSCOW, RUSSIA

F YOU’RE fed up with seeing Russian
President Vladimir Putin on the
nightly news – shirtless and flashing
his SAGGY TITS while WRESTLING

A BEAR – then we present an alternative
for you with Marina Visconti, a Russki
native who NO-ONE would object to
seeing TOPLESS. We could stare at
the 22-year-old adult movie starlet’s
VODKA-ENRICHED VA-VOOMS every day 
of the week…and twice on Sunday, 
comrades!

Are we tired of staring

at this Muscovite’s

mams? Nyet!
P H O T O S B Y H A R D X
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THE HAREM
SCOW, RUSSIAMARINA VISCO

LIKE many of her fellow
XXXsters, Marina and her
36C tatas broke into the
biz to make MONEY:
“Once I got in, I liked all
these characteristics of
expensive fun life that
porn brings to you: nice
cities, money, attention,
parties. I wasn’t in a rush
to say bye to all of it.”
That’s why she’s still
making it four years later!

FEMME FACTS
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ARE you impressed with your 36C 
plapps, Marina?
“Of course! Why wouldn’t I be? Without 
them, I wouldn’t have much of a career 
in adult films. Everybody adores my BIG 
BOOBIES, which is why I keep getting 
hired for scene after scene.”
APART from the cash, what do you 
like most about being a porn star?
“I have a lot of sex…especially DOGGY-
STYLE SEX, which is my favourite!”
You’ve had a lot of experience. Tell 
us, how can we get better at rooting?
“If you want to be a better lover in bed, 
focus on being seductive and hot. Avoid 
speaking too much about the relationship 
and stuff.”
That’s great advice! Do you have any 
favourite companies and co-stars 
you’ve worked with?
“Scenes with Brazzers and Hard X are 
my favourites. I enjoyed working with 
Bruce Venture, Prince Yahshua, Jon Jon, 
Rob Piper , Danny Mountain, Misha 
Cross… There are more performers, but 
I don’t wanna make the list too long!”
Sexually, what’s the difference 
between on-screen Marina and 
off-screen Marina?
“The main difference is that I actually

like MONOGAMY. It’s not my thing to
have lots of partners!”
Wow! There’s a response we did NOT 
expect. What qualities do you seek 
in a boyfriend?
“I’m not fussed. He must be nice and 
funny. Honestly, looks aren’t important 
to me.”
As for the bedroom, where do you 
like a man to deposit his LOVE?
“I prefer classic sex with a man cumming 
in the place it is supposed to be!”
Your EAR? Haha…just kidding, mate. 
We assume you’re talking about 
your vagina, right?
“Well, yeah. Obviously.”

‘EVERYBODY ADORES 
MY BIG BOOBIES’
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TRUE B

‘COME HERE
AND GIVE ME 

YOUR HOT DOG’

MY MEAT,” she murmured after
we’d fucked for 15 minutes.

“No worries, mate,” I told her, 
then pulled out and blasted my 
COCKULAR CONDIMENT all over 
her snatch.

I wiped off my dick with a hot 
dog bun, slapped her frankfurter 

to her. She 
wolfed it down in two bites.

“I’ll have to come back here 
next time I’m hungry,” she said 
before exiting the van.

It took me five minutes before 
I realised she didn’t even pay for 
the bloody hot dog!

Carlos, Qld

I RUN a hot food van near a pub 
and I always do a roaring trade 
on weekends. Pissed punters 
love a good greasy feed after 
closing time.

One rainy night, business 
was a bit slow and I was 
set to call it a night when 
I heard a voice say, “Hey, 
sweetie, can I have a hot 
dog, please?”

I looked over the 
counter and saw a 
DRUNK-AS BLONDE 
teetering on high heels 
and swigging from 
a wine glass.

“Did you steal that 
glass from the pub?” 
I asked.

“Yeah, don’t tell 
anyone,” she giggled. 
“Shhhhhh.”

“Our lil’ secret, 
darl. Hop in the van, 
so you can keep dry 
while I make your 
hot dog and…” I gave 
her a knowing wink, 
“…no-one will see you 
with your stolen goods.”

I opened the door and 
the blonde staggered 
inside. I grilled a frankfurter 
and made small chat with 
my back turned to her.

“Would you like mustard or 
tomato sauce on that?” I asked.

She said nothing and when 
I turned round the blonde had 
her legs wide open and was 
DIDDLING HER MOOT.

She put down her wine glass 
and winked at me.

“Why don’t you come over 
here and give me YOUR HOT 
DOG?” she groaned.

There was no passing trade 
and I wasn’t going to turn down 
a free root, so I pulled down my 
strides and gave her my nine-
inch BRATWURST...after pulling 
on a rubber first, of course.
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SEND IN A YARN AND

SCORE $50!
Post it to: True Blue Confessions 

c/– People magazine, GPO Box 4088, 
Sydney, NSW 2001. 

Or email your filthy story to 
people@bauer-media.com.au!

LISA WITH 
THE LOT
MY GIRLFRIEND had never 
seen a porno but she was keen 
to check one out. I went 
through my stash and found a 
“couples-friendly” title starring 
one of my faves, Lisa Ann.

We settled back on the couch 
with our drinks and I barred up 
immediately when the star 
stripped nude in the first scene 
and PLAYED WITH HERSELF.

“If you’re uncomfy, just undo 
your jeans,” Mel told me.

My stiffie was in an awkward 
position, so I did. As Lisa Ann 
was joined by two hung studs 
in her bed, I noticed Mel’s 
breathing was growing heavier 
and she’d snuck her RIGHT 
HAND beneath the waistband 
of her skirt. The scene was 
getting more full-on when Mel

leaned over and passionately 
kissed me.

“I can’t wait anymore,” she 
whispered fiercely. “Let’s DO IT.”

With that, Mel climbed on 
top, pulled her knickers to one 
side and plunged down on my 
PORK SWORD.

She was wet as hell, so it 
was real easy to slip deep 
inside her. Mel rode me hard 
and we both came together 
a few minutes later.

“So you liked the film, huh?” 
I grinned.

“Yeah, but I like fucking you 
more,” Mel smiled, and I knew 
we had a loooong night ahead 
of us…

Bombo, NSW

‘MEL WAS 
KEEN TO SEE 

A PORNO’

When the bloke in the video 
blew, he stayed inside my boss 
while they both bucked and 
writhed in pleasure. 

He then pulled out and, as I 
watched his spoof ooze out of 
her, I felt a familiar tingle in my 
my swollen balls. 

My man-paste shot out and 
SPLATTERED across the boss’s 
table…just at the moment she 
walked through the door.

“I know it’s my night off, Doug,” 
she said blithely, “but I came in 

I pulled off my shorts and 
showed her my ANGRY DRAGON. 

She looked down lovingly and 
gave it a friendly TUG.

“Let’s go, spunky,” I said, as 
I bent her over and slid into her. 

Before we knew it, I was 
BANGING AWAY like a champion
while fondling her TIGHT ARSE.

to check on how things were 
going…OH!”

She looked at me in horror, 
as my rapidly wilting dick 
shrank into my guts. 

She then saw the puddle of 
spoof on her table and heard 
her orgasmic groans coming 
from the computer.

And that was my last night 
working at that pub.

Doug, WA

My new best friend loved the 
ck! She climaxed so hard, 
r whole body QUIVERED 
ke a giant HUMANOID 
IBRATOR. She lost control 

of her legs and I had to hold 
her hips up as I finished my 
business inside her with 

final few THRUSTS.
“Holy leaping lizards!” she 

napped. “I’m not on the pill!”
Apparently, we’d both forgot 
e was gay. Luckily, she didn’t 
t pregnant.

J-Slam, WA

I WAS managing a city pub one
night for my boss – a good-
looking blonde in her 30s – who
had the night off. I was locking 
up the joint and tidying the 
boss’s desk when I found a 
memory stick labelled “Private” 
next to her computer.

I plugged it in and within 
seconds, a CCTV video popped 
up showing my boss STARKERS 
AND SPREAD-EAGLED on the 
pool table while being ROOTED 
by some unknown punter.

He was giving her a real 
hammering as she hung off the 
edge of the table, her fingers 
digging into the middle and 
corner pockets so she wouldn’t 
slip off.

I sat back in the chair, undid 
my fly and started TOSSING OFF, 
imagining it was me giving her 
my fuck-stick.

I WAS holidaying in Bali and 
hanging out at a pool bar with 
mates. We started chatting up 
this group of gals from England.

I was closest to this fit blonde 
with short hair and a compact 
pair of TITS that I couldn’t stop 
staring at. I think she noticed,
because she brought up the
fact she was a LESBIAN.

I thought that meant I was
hope… but after a few more
drinks she asked if I wanted
to see her room before we
all went somewhere else.

When we got to her 
room, she pounced on 
me, kissing and running 
her hands all over me. I 
undid her bikini top and 
began to KISS her perfect
PUPS and tiny NIPPLES.

She grabbed my aching
THROBBER and panted, “Blo
hell! I haven’t felt one of thes
in ages!”

‘MY BOSS
HUNG OFF THE
EDGE OF THE 
POOL TABLE’ 

‘I KISSED HER 
PERFECT PUPS 

AND TINY 
NIPPLES’

TURNED STRAIGHT
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THE BACK DOOR

WHAT’S the nicest compliment
you’ve got about your bum?
“A co-star once told me on a set
that I had a better butt than Kim
Kardashian. I was extremely flattered
’cos everyone knows she has the
best booty in the world!”
Who else do you rate in the derriere 
department, Leah?
“I’ve always had a thing for Nina
Hartley’s butt. She’s an old-school
porn star who’s still going today
– and her ass still looks great!”
What’s the best thing to wear to
accentuate your butticular curves?
“Nothing beats a solid pair of six-
inch heels. They make ANYONE’S 
ass look amazing!”

‘SIX-INCH
HEELS MAKE
ANYONE’S
ASS LOOK
AMAZING!’

BUTT
TASTIC!

-



YES! Please reserve the “Indian Pacific” Rail Cuckoo
Clock for me as described in this advertisement. I understand I
need pay nothing now.

Please allow up to 10 business days for delivery.  All sales subject to product availability and reservation 
acceptance. Credit criteria may apply. Our privacy policy is available online at www.bradford.com.au. You 
must be over 18 years old to apply. From time to time, we may allow carefully screened companies to 
contact you. If you would prefer not to receive such offers, please tick this box. ❑

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms ____ First Name:_____________________

Surname: _______________________________________

Address: _______________________________________

________________________________ Postcode: ______

Email:  _________________________________________

Phone:   ________________________________________

Signature: ______________________________________

PAY NOTHING NOW

1. ONLINE at www.bradford.com.au
quoting promotion code: 94406

2. MAIL no stamp required, to:
The Bradford Exchange, Reply Paid 86369 
Parramatta  NSW  2124

3. PHONE: Toll-Free 1300 725 103
8am-5pm E.S.T Mon – Fri

THE BRADFORD EXCHANGE
Please Respond Promptly

For over forty breathtaking years, the mighty Indian
Pacific has traversed our vast nation, bringing the
romance and elegance of train travel into the hearts
of Australians. Now the SIGHTS and SOUNDS of
the Indian Pacific are yours to enjoy every hour in a
FIRST-OF-A-KIND Masterpiece Edition:
• SOUND: On the hour, the sound of a locomotive

thundering through the landscapes fills the air!
• MOTION: The Station Master emerges on the hour to welcome the Indian

Pacific as it circles the base

SUPERB VALUE – SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
Strong demand is expected, so act now to acquire yours for five instalments
of just $59.99. That’s terrific value at just $299.95, plus $19.99 postage and
handling, backed by our 365-day money-back guarantee. Send no money
now. Just return the coupon or go online today at www.bradford.com.au and
search for “Indian Pacific Clock”

For quickest delivery, order online
www.bradford.com.au

Quoting promotion code: 94406

Measures 

a mighty

56cm

tall

Intricately sculpted and painted by hand

•
Accurate quartz movement

•
Officially authorised by

GREAT SOUTHERN RAIL

Precision model of 
the Indian Pacifi c as 

it journeys around the
track...on the hour!

a mighty locomotive roar 
across our vast continent,

every hour!  

Officially

Authorised

©2017 The Bradford Exchange Ltd.
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